
MIAMI AD SCHOOL COPYWRITING A NAME

Energy BBDO Copywriter and Miami Ad School Grad Mishal Jagjivan shares why she loves her job so much.

Like King Joffrey with that smug look on his face passing the sentence that beheads Ned Stark , but I digress.
Some pushed me to be a better creative. Get Right to the Good Stuff Most writers have the tendency to set up
plots and storylines in their writing. Ron oozed intellect but was never braggadocious about what he knew.
And these words, I keep in my writing toolkit. Give them your best stuff early. The simplest lessons were the
greatest lessons. My teacher was an art director , graphic designer , copywriter and creative director. In fact,
the smartest thing about him, in my opinion, is how simple his lessons were. To really flex your wordsmithing
talents and use a word that is profound, or simply be more descriptive. Your writing becomes clearer when
you do. Apply Now! Keep your sentences short. There will be times when you get a brief, and as a
Copywriter, something about the challenge speaks to you. I have worked with many Art Directors in the past
and all of them have been unique. Try not to get your mouth washed out with soap. My teacher was an art
director , graphic designer , copywriter and creative director. When we did end up getting somewhere, that
location was always short lived. But Ron is a delightful man. Well, a few things are worse. My most
challenging creative partner was outside of school. But you know what? Get Right to the Good Stuff Most
writers have the tendency to set up plots and storylines in their writing. Not to mention, he happened to be the
owner and founder of the school. Mark operates on a creative wavelength that is extremely similar to mine.
My best advice is to find a creative partner that feels like your best friend.


